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1. Basic structure of the notes

• High-level summary of theoretical frameworks to interpret em-

pirical facts.

• Per asset class, we will discuss:

1. Key empirical facts in terms of prices (unconditional and

conditional risk premia) and asset ownership.

2. Interpret the facts using the theoretical frameworks.

3. Facts and theories linking financial markets and the real

economy.

4. Active areas of research and some potentially interesting

directions for future research.

• The notes cover the following asset classes:

1. Equities (weeks 1-5).

– Discount rates and the term structure of risk (week 1)

– The Cross-section and the factor zoo (week 2)

– Intermediary-based Asset Pricing (week 3)

– Production-based asset pricing (week 4)

– Demand-based asset pricing (week 5)

2. Mutual funds and hedge funds (week 6).

3. Volatility (week 7).

4. Government bonds (week 8).

5. Corporate bonds (week 9).

6. Currencies (week 10).

7. Commodities (week 11).

8. Real estate (week 12).
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2. Corporate Bonds

2.1. Facts

The role of corporate bond in the U.S. debt markets (as of 2023.Q3,

SIFMA):

• Treasury Securities: $25.7 tr

• Mortgage-backed Securities: $12.2 tr

• Corporate bonds: $10.6 tr

• Municipal Securities: $4.0tr

• Federal Agency Securities: $2.0 tr

• Asset-backed Securities: $1.6tr

The global corporate bond market is $23 trillion as of July 2023.

2.1.1. Types of corporate bonds

• Corporate bonds are differentiated along several dimensions:

– Maturity.

– Credit rating.

– Covenants and seniority.

– Currency denomination.

– Callability.

– . . .

• We will discuss some of these characteristics in more detail

below.
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• Corporate bonds are traded over-the-counter, but transactions

are reported in TRACE (introduced in July 2002).

• Note: Many bonds are issued by firms that do not have publicly-

listed equity or are privately placed (Rule 144A). These bonds

are sometimes ignored in the literature as information about

equity prices is required for part of the analysis or because

privately-placed bonds are not traded (and hence do not ap-

pear in TRACE).

• Important data sources:

– Datastream: Bond indices by credit rating and maturity

from Barclays.

– Morningstar: Holdings data of bond mutual funds.

– Schedule D of the NAIC: Bond holdings of insurance com-

panies. These data can be accessed through Mergent FISD

in WRDS.

– TRACE (in WRDS): Transaction level data of corporate bonds.

– Mergent FISD (in WRDS): Characteristics of corporate bonds.

– Thomson Reuters eMaxx has additional data on holdings

from pension funds, but this is all voluntary disclosure.
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• Surprising fact: Number of bonds issued by a single company:

• Why does Verizon need 42 bonds and a single stock and no

preferred stocks?

• This fact is even worse for municipal bonds: There are over one

million cusips for $3.7 trillion municipal bond market in 2011.

• The municipal bond market is interesting in its own right, and

peculiar because of its tax-exempt status for in-state investors:

– See Babina, Jotikasthira, Lundblad, and Ramadorai (2020)

for estimates of the impact of taxes on the municipal bond

market yields.

– Recent work by Flecketnstein and Longstaff (2024) iden-

tifies a convenience yield in municipal bonds, suggesting

people are willing to pay a premium to avoid taxes.
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2.1.2. The credit risk premium

• Defaults tend to cluster in bad times. The probability of default

is counter-cyclical.

Moody’s Ratings (1920-2023)

• Moreover, the loss given default is higher in bad times as well.

• Consequently, investors need to be compensated to hold risky

corporate bonds, giving rise to a credit risk premium.
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• Distribution of credit ratings (globally, then U.S.)
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• The credit spread, that is, the difference, between corporate

bond yields and Treasuries of the same maturity consists of:

1. Expected loss (“cash flow component”).

2. Risk premium: Compensation for default and liquidity risk.

• Almeida and Philippon (2007) summarize evidence on the frac-

tion of the credit spread that is due to expected default/LGD

(rest is credit risk premium):

• Share of credit spread that is expected default is much higher

for low-grade bonds and higher for longer-maturity bonds (esp.

for high-grade ones)
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• We can measure the unconditional credit risk premium as the

average annual excess return using Barclays’ bond indices.

From Binsbergen and Koijen (2017):

• Risk premia and Sharpe ratios are higher for lower-rated bonds.

• The standard deviation and risk premia increase with matu-

rity. However, consistent with the evidence for Treasuries, eq-

uities, and volatility swaps, Sharpe ratios decline with matu-

rity, regardless of the rating.

• Palhares (2012) finds a similar result for CDS returns.
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2.1.3. A variance decomposition of credit spreads

• Nozawa (2017) provides a Campbell-Shiller-style variance de-

composition of the credit spread into expected default and risk

premium components.

• Notation:

– Pit: Price per dollar of face value.

– Cit: Coupon rate.

– The return on the bond

Ri,t+1 =
Pi,t+1 + Ci,t+1

Pit
.

– The return on the matching (=identical coupon rate and

repayment schedule as the corporate bond) Treasury bond

Rf
i,t+1 =

P f
i,t+1 + Cf

i,t+1

P f
it

.

– A standard log-linear approximation implies

re
i,t+1 = ln Ri,t+1 − ln Rf

i,t+1 = sit − ρsi,t+1 − li,t+1 + const.,

where sit = ln(P f
it/Pit)I(t < tD) and lit = ln(P f

it/Pit)I(t = tD),

where tD is the time of default.

This expression implies that the excess return is low when

(i) spreads widen (sit − ρsi,t+1 < 0) or (ii) the bond defaults

and realizes losses (li,t+1 > 0).
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• If we iterate the log-linear approximation forward, we get an

expression for the credit spread (price spread)

sit = Et

(
Ti−t∑

j=1

ρj−1re
i,t+j

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected returns

+ Et

(
Ti−t∑

j=1

ρj−1li,t+j

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected credit loss

+ const.

• Empirical implementation

– Define the state vector as

Xit = (re
it, ditsit, τitzit)

′,

where dit is a vector of dummy variables for ratings,

dit = (1, dBaa
it , dBa

it , dB−
it )′,

τit is the bond’s maturity, and zit are state variables other

than returns and price spreads.

– Estimate a VAR for the state vector, Xit,

Xi,t+1 = AXit + Wi,t+1,

where A is constant across time and bonds. A is assumed

to shift in proportion to the rating via dit.

– Having estimated the VAR, we can compute the long-run

expected returns and credit losses.
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• In the cross-section, expected returns and expected credit losses

contribute about the same amount to overall credit spreads.

• Since most of the expected credit loss variation at the secu-

rity level is idiosyncratic, the credit loss component is mostly

diversified away in the market portfolio.

• At the aggregate level, most of the variation in the credit spread

reflects risk premium variation (similar to the equity market

where expected cash flow growth fluctuations are also more

important at the individual stock level than at the market level).

• Credit spread is strong predictor of future excess bond returns.
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2.1.4. Time-series predictability of bond returns

• Instead of (or in addition to) using data on credit spreads to

forecast future bond returns, we can use data on quantities

issued.

• Greenwood and Hanson (2013) study issuer quality over time.

• Main idea: When the demand for corporate bonds is high, and

hence when the credit risk premium is low, more low-quality

firms are able to access bond markets.

• Low-quality firms are most sensitive to changes in financing

conditions, either by issuing more debt (intensive margin) or by

switching from bank loans to bond markets (extensive margin),

see for instance Becker and Ivashina (2014).
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• Greenwood and Hanson (2013) compute expected default us-

ing the Merton (1974) model (more on this later) for firms that

issue a lot of debt compared to firms that issue little (or even

retire debt):

• When this measure is high, low-rated, risky firms are able to

issue a lot of debt.

• Obviously, this measure is strongly pro-cyclical. The credit

quality of corporate debt issuers deteriorates during credit booms.

• However, removing macro variation doesn’t change the basic

character of series.
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• Alternatively, they measure the share of debt issuances by high-

yield firms as opposed to investment grade firms, HYS.

• The advantage of this measure is that the history is much

longer (starts in 1926).

• However, the time-series dynamics are quite similar.
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• Link to future bond returns:

rxHY
t+2 = 3.62︸︷︷︸

[t=2.02]

−15.24︸ ︷︷ ︸
[t=−5.29]

ISSEDF
t + ut+2 R2 = 26%

• A one std.dev. increase in ISSEDF reduces cumulative excess

returns over the following 2 years by 7.3% points.
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• Results survive controlling for other predictors

• Summary: When lots of low-quality firms issue debt, the credit

risk premium is low, and hence future excess returns are low.

• 2019 Moody’s report shows that there tends to be a strong

expansion of corporate leverage a year before a recession, and

also strong expansion in high yield debt.
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• Earlier work links debt issuance across maturities to future

bond returns, see Baker, Greenwood, and Wurgler (2003).

• When firms issue a lot of long-term bonds, future bond returns

are low.

• This evidence suggests that firms are timing the market.

• Related evidence at the household level in terms of mortgage

choice, see Koijen, Van Hemert, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2009).
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2.1.5. State of the Credit Cycle

• Corporate credit expansion from 2009-2021 witnessed lots of

high-yield debt issuance.

• Also, a large share of debt issuance was “covenant-lite” (90%

of debt issuance in 2021).

• Debt service coverage of high-leverage loans is deteriorating
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• Tons of high-yield debt issuance in 2014-19 and large and ris-

ing share of them with credit ratings below Caa2 (40% in 2019).

• This could lead to large wave of corporate defaults. This graph

explores what the defaults would look like if the recession was

like one of the previous three (analysis pre-dates covid)
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• Defaults increased during covid-19. High yield default rates

peaked at 6.9% globally (9% in U.S.) in Dec 2020, compared to

a long-run average of 4.2%. Came down to 1.8% by Dec 2021.
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• Greatly aided by massive indirect and direct government sup-

port during covid: ultra-low interest rates facilitated corporate

refinancings + PPP/SMCCF/PMCCF programs directly subsi-

dized corporate credit

• 2021 saw record high-yield debt and levered loan issuance of

$1.6 trillion (after several years of $1 trillion+ in issuance)

• With sharply rising rates and many firms having refinanced

and locked in low interest rates when debt was cheap, global

bond issuance volumes came down 70% in 2022 relative to

2021.

– B2 and B3 companies faced 10%+ yields in Fall 2022 com-

pared to 4-4.5% a year earlier

• Speculative default rate increased from 2.0% in Feb 2022, to

5.0% by Jan 2024, after the Fed raised rates by 525 bps over

this period. Expected to come back down to 3.6% by year-end.
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2.1.6. Liquidity premium

• As the bond market is quite fragmented, and many bonds trade

infrequently, there is a substantial literature studying the liq-

uidity premium in corporate bonds.

• Dick-Nielsen, Feldhütter, and Lando (2012) measure liquidity

in the corporate bond market around the financial crisis.

• Main regression:
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• A key challenge is how to measure (and identify) liquidity in

corporate bond markets.

• Measures of liquidity:

– Amihud (2002) illiquidity for asset i in year y:

ILLIQiy =
1

Diy

Diy∑

d=1

| Riyd |
V OLDiyd

,

where Riyd is the return on day d and V OLDiyd is the dollar

volume on day d. Hence, a security is illiquid if, on average,

we see large absolute price changes without much trade.

– Bid-ask spread, based on the imputed round-trip trades

(IRT), see Feldhütter (2012):

∗ A bond does not trade for hours and then suddenly

trades two times with the same volume in a matter of

minutes. This is an imputed round-trip trade.

∗ Assumption: The highest (lowest) price is an investor

buying from (selling to) a dealer.

∗ The Imputed Round-trip trade Cost (IRC) is the differ-

ence in buying and selling prices.

– Turnover.

– The number of zero-trading days (both at the bond and the

firm level).

– Liquidity risk based on the Amihud and IRC measures by

computing the standard deviation of daily observations.
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• Comovement of liquidity measures:

• The first PC is almost an equally-weighted average of the Ami-

hud, IRC, Amihud Risk, and IRC risk measures. Refer to this

factor, which is close to the first principal component, as λ.
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• Regression results:

• Liquidity much more important during the financial crisis. The

slope coefficients for all ratings classes are an order of magni-

tude larger.

• Define the liquidity component of bond spreads as the differ-

ence in bond yields between a bond with average liquidity and

a very liquid bond.

• By rating, bonds are sorted by λit and call the 5% percentile λ5.

Then estimate a regression of the spread on the liquidity mea-

sure λit −λ5 (incl. controls). Compute the “liquidity fraction” of

the credit spread: βR(λit − λ5)/SpreadR
it.

The table reports the median of this statistic.

• Before the financial crisis, liquidity averages to about 10% of

the spread. Lower for investment-grade bonds.

• During the financial crisis, 20-40% of the spread is due to

illiquidity (except for AAA).
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• Graphically:
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• The liquidity premium picks up quickly for speculative-grade

bonds, but also declines quickly thereafter.

• For investment-grade bonds, by contrast, the liquidity premium

increases more gradually, but it is also much more persistent.

• Determinants of the liquidity premium:

– Is the lead underwriter in financial distress (Bear Sterns,

Lehman Brothers).

– Industry effects (issuer is financial versus industrial firm).

• For more on bond liquidity, see also Longstaff, Mithal, and Neis

(2005) who compare CDS and credit spreads to measure liq-

uidity effects.
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2.1.7. Cross-sectional Predictability

• Chordia, Goyal, Nozawa, Subrahmanyam, and Tong (2017) study

the cross-section of bond returns.

• Empirical work is more challenging due to infrequent trading.
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• Main takeaways:

– Strong size effect, which is more pronounced for junk bonds

(although the difference is statistically insignificant).

– Equity momentum also predicts bond returns.

– Lagged 1-month equity returns has the strongest predic-

tive power, and in particular for junk bonds (difference is

significant).

– Profitability is significant, that is, profitable firms have low

bond returns (recall, such firms have abnormally high eq-

uity returns).

– Other accounting variables do not matter.

– Note the strong negative coefficient on lagged bond returns

(reversals), which is consistent with liquidity concerns.

– The distance to default (DD) predicts bonds negatively, con-

sistent with a credit risk premium.
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2.2. Market Structure

• Based on data of the flow of funds (note: the FoF reports hold-

ings of corporate and foreign bonds jointly): Table L.213

• $15.2 tr market in 2023.Q4, $3.6 trillion of which is foreign

bonds, hence $11.6 tr corporate bond market in U.S.

• This is split $6.9 tr in non-financial sector corp debt and $4.7tr

in financial sector debt

• Lots of new issuance of IG bonds in 2020 and HY in 2021 due

to the low interest rate environment. Refinancing and new bor-

rowers.

• Major holders of corporate and foreign bonds:

– Foreigners: $4.2 tr

– Life Insurers: $3.5 tr

– Mutual funds: $2.3 tr

– Private pension funds: $1.0 tr

– Banks: $0.7 tr

– P&C insurers: $0.7 tr

– Households: $0.3 tr
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• Insurance companies are major investors in corporate bond

markets, but their share has been declining:

• The groups that have been growing are mutual funds and the

foreign sector.

• An interesting question is how their demand is different, and in

particular the demand for liquidity (e.g., insurance companies

versus mutual funds).
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2.3. Interpreting the Facts

2.3.1. Structural models and the credit spread puzzle

• Classic model to understand corporate bond prices: Merton

(1974).

• Merton model outline:

– Firm value (assets) is modeled exogenously:

dVt

Vt
= (r − δ)dt + σdWt,

where δ is the payout rate to debt- and equity holders.

– The firm is financed by equity and a zero-coupon bond

with face value F .

– If the asset value is below the face value when the bond

matures, the firm cannot repay its debt holders and is as-

sumed to default.

– This is an application of the Black-Scholes model: Corpo-

rate debt can be seen as a risk-free bond plus a short put

option.

• Note that this is a relative pricing model. Given the dynamics

of the firm value, we compute the price of the bond.

• The famous Leland (1994) paper extends the Merton model

with capital structure choice, breaking Modigliani-Miller by in-

troducing taxes and bankruptcy costs.
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• The credit spread puzzle: It is hard to reconcile the observed

credit spreads with structural models.

• Puzzle documented in Huang and Huang (2012).

• Note: This is an old paper that never got published until re-

cently. The sample is January 1973 - December 1993.

• Summary of the problem, after calibrating the model:

• The model-implied credit spreads appear to be too low, more

so for the high-grade bonds.

• There exists a large literature that tries to fix the models.
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• However, Feldhütter and Schaefer (2018) argue that there is no

credit spread puzzle to begin with. Main insight:

– Defaults are rare events.

– Hence, we need a long sample to measure expected de-

fault.

– Feldhütter and Schaefer (2018) use 82 years of data (1920-

2001). The previous literature only uses 30 years of data. . .

• This is all relative to AAA yields. AAA-Treasury spread is as-

sumed to reflect the demand for safety/liquidity (convenience

yields).
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• Instead of looking at the level of credit spreads, Collin-Dufresne,

Goldstein, and Martin (2001) study the changes in credit spreads.

• In structural models, these changes are related to changes in

Treasury yield factors (level and slope), changes in leverage,

changes in risk (volatility or disaster risk), or macro-economic

conditions.

• Main regression and predictions according to the theory:
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• The regression results by leverage group:

• The determinants as predicted by the theoretical models only

explain 20-25% of the variation.

• Interestingly, the regression residuals are driven by a single

common factor.

• If this is not related to credit risk or liquidity, this common

component must be related to risk premia.

• Hence, this suggests that there is a common risk premium

component in credit markets.
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• Equilibrium models of corporate bond markets:

– Chen, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2009): Introduce a

counter-cyclical price of risk (via habit formation) and de-

fault boundary, so that credit spreads and default rates

are both counter-cyclical. The model can replicate the

Baa-Aaa spread, but fails on the Aaa-Treasuries spread.

This may be because Treasuries are special, see Krishna-

murthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012).

– Gomes and Schmid (2011): Macro-finance model with re-

cursive preferences, where firms make optimal investment

and capital structure choices.

– He and Milbradt (2014): A search model of corporate bonds

to understand the interaction between liquidity and de-

fault. See also Chen, Cui, He, and Milbradt (2018).

– Elenev, Landvoigt, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2021) solve an

intermediary-based asset pricing model with long-term de-

faultable corporate debt, and optimal capital structure choice

on the firm and the intermediary side. The model gen-

erates large and counter-cyclical credit risk premia while

being consistent with observed quantity of credit risk.
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• Culp, Nozawa, and Veronesi (2018) propose a creative way to:

– Test theories of credit risk.

– Ask counterfactual questions

without the need to write down a fully structural model.

• Insight from Merton (1974): Equity is a call option on the firm.

Debt is a risk-free bond minus a put option.

• Create “pseudo-firms,” where we know the underlying assets

and create pseudo bonds using options data.

• Mechanics of constructing a pseudo firm: Assets At= Apple

stock. Liabilities are equity and zero coupon debt with face

value K1 and maturity T1. At maturity, bond holders of the

pseudo firm receive min{K1, AT1
} = K1−max{K1−AT1

, 0}, which

is payoff of risk-free debt K1 minus payoff on a put option on

Apple stock. Thus, the no arbitrage value of the pseudo bond

at t is: K1Zt(T1)−Pt(K1, T1), where Zt is risk-free discount factor

between t and T1.

• By using pseudo bonds, we do not have to think about liquidity

issues specific to bond markets, covenants, search frictions,

broker-dealer regulation, etc. We also side-step the issue that

the market value of the firm is not observable.

• They find that the credit spreads are large and counter-cyclical.

Interestingly, they also find large credit spreads for short-maturity,

and high-grade bonds!
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• The GZ spread is the average credit spread from Gilchrist and

Zakrajsek (2012).

⇒ Illiquidity, investors’ over-estimation of default risks, corpo-

rate frictions, and constraints on aggregate credit supply do

not seem to explain observed credit spreads.

• Instead, variation in credit spreads appears more related to

variation in (tail) risk premia.
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2.3.2. Model of “A” Marginal Investor

• There are no models of the demand of major investors in corpo-

rate bonds (insurance companies, mutual funds, and foreign

investors).

• Given their historical importance, it seems natural to model

the demand of insurance companies.

• A key friction is that insurance companies care about the reg-

ulatory risk weights (capital charge) of the assets.

• Risk weights of insurance companies (Becker and Ivashina,

2015):

• The risk-based capital (RBC) ratio of an insurance company is

computed as

RBC ratio =
Assets - Liabilities
Required Capital

,

where the risk weights appear in the required capital.

• This framework was introduced in the early 1990s.
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• To illustrate the importance of risk weights for insurance com-

panies, and the importance of insurance companies for the

corporate bond markets, we can look at rating downgrades,

see Ellul, Jotikasthira, and Lundblad (2011).

• Consider two bonds:

– Bond A is primarily held by constrained insurance com-

panies.

– Bond B is primarily held by unconstrained insurance com-

panies.

If bond A is downgraded, this puts significant pressure on the

insurance companies to sell the bond. In case of bond B, in-

surance companies can hold on to the bond and there are no

“fire sales:”
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• It turns out that the risk regulation also interacts with the

accounting framework.

• The incentive to sell is stronger for insurers that have to use

mark-to-market accounting compared to historical cost account-

ing, see Ellul, Jotikasthira, Lundblad, and Wang (2015).

• Koijen and Yogo (2023) provide a model for why insurers are

such large holders of corporate bonds in equilibrium: they

have cheap access to leverage through their insurance un-

derwriting business, while other institutional investors and

households are leverage-constrained.
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2.3.3. Corporate Bonds and the Real Economy

• Credit spreads tend to predict economic activity, see Gilchrist

and Zakrajsek (2012).
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• Furthermore, we have seen (in week 4) that Q-theory does not

work that well for equity markets. Market-to-book does not

strongly predict future investment (in levels or in changes).

• However, we can also test Q-theory on bond markets.

• Philippon (2009) develops this idea. Most evidence seems to

suggest a much stronger link between corporate bond markets

and investment.

• Bond versus stock Q (left) and the failure of standard Q theory

(right):
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• The bond market Q and the investment rate:

• See Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (2007) for firm-level evidence re-

lating credit spreads to corporate investment.
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2.4. Active areas

2.4.1. Liquidity in bond markets

• Ongoing debate on the impact of new banking regulation, and

the financial sector more broadly, on financial markets.

• In corporate bond markets, the narrative seems to be that

small trades moved to online platforms, thereby improving liq-

uidity, but people argue that the liquidity for large trades de-

teriorated.

• Empirical challenge: We have not seen a large liquidity event,

so we do not quite know.

• Duffie (2016) in the media.

• The NY FED has a series of articles on bond market liquidity,

see for instance here and here.
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• Some facts:

1. Dealer inventories went down:
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2. We have seen that share of corporate bonds in the hands of

mutual funds went up. However, mutual funds experience

volatile flows, in part in response to past performance:
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3. Bid-ask spreads have narrowed following the financial cri-

sis, and are back to pre-crisis levels:
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4. Price impact measures also do not have changed much

though:

However, there may be selection and large trades that would

have moved prices were not executed
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2.4.2. Crises and credit markets

• A fast-growing literature tries to understand the nature of fi-

nancial crises. Key challenge as emphasized by Bernanke:

“Indeed, the 30 percent or so aggregate decline in house prices

since their peak has by now eliminated nearly $7 trillion in pa-

per wealth. [. . . ] any theory of the crisis that ties its magnitude

to the size of the housing bust must also explain why the fall of

dot-com stock prices just a few years earlier, which destroyed

as much or more paper wealth–more than $8 trillion–resulted

in a relatively short and mild recession and no major financial

instability.”

• Some key background papers:

– Schularick and Taylor (2012):

∗ Lagged credit growth highly significant predictor of fi-

nancial crises; other variables add little explanatory

power.

– Jorda, Schularick, and Taylor (2013):

∗ After 5 years, the financial-crisis recession path of real

GDP per capita is about 5% lower than the normal-

recession path.

∗ More credit-intensive expansions tend to be followed

by deeper recessions (in financial crises or otherwise)

and slower recoveries.
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– Mian, Sufi, and Verner (2017):

∗ An increase in household debt-to-GDP predicts low fu-

ture GDP growth and higher unemployment; 30 coun-

tries, data from 1960-2012.

∗ Household debt-to-GDP has a common global compo-

nent: Global household debt cycle.

∗ Countries with a household debt cycle more correlated

with the global household debt cycle experience a sharper

decline in growth after an increase in domestic house-

hold debt.

• Krishnamurthy and Muir (2017) bring in information from credit

spreads.

• A financial crisis is defined as “bank runs, sharp increases in

default rates accompanied by large losses of capital that result

in public intervention, bankruptcy, or forced merger of finan-

cial institutions.”

• The precise dates are in Jorda, Schularick, and Taylor (2013).

• Main evidence:

– Before a financial crisis: Unconditionally, credit spreads

and credit growth are positively correlated. However, in

the 5 years before a financial crisis, spreads and credit

growth are negatively correlated.

⇒ This suggests that expansions of credit supply are an

important precursor of crises.

Mian, Suf, and Verner (2017) also make this point by look-

ing at mortgage spreads.
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– Transition into a financial crisis: Many theories suggest that

the crisis is a “surprise,” for instance due to the losses that

the bank experiences on its assets.

The change in spreads measures the shock and predicts

the subsequent severity of financial crises.

– Following a financial crisis: There is a lot of heterogeneity

in the severity of financial crises

– The severity is in part explained by spreads. The main

regression

ln(yi
t+k/y

i
t) = ai+at+b sit I(Crisisit)+c sit I(NoCrisisit)+d′xit+εi

t+k,

where ln(yi
t+k/y

i
t) is k−period output growth and sit is the

credit spread in country i. They also include the lag of the

credit spread (si,t−1) and two lags of GDP as controls.
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– A one-standard deviation increase in spreads is associated

with a 5-year cumulative decline in GDP of 8.13% in a fi-

nancial recession, while a one-standard deviation increase

in spreads is “only” associated with a cumulative decline

of 2.35% in GDP in a non-financial recession.
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2.4.3. Covid-19 and Central Bank interventions

• Central Banks intervened directly into corporate credit mar-

kets

• Elenev, Landvoigt, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2021) provide an

overview of the various programs in the U.S. supported by the

Fed’s lending facilities and the Treasury

– Paycheck Protection Program (PPP):

∗ $671 billion or 3.1% of 2019 GDP

∗ Two-year loans with 1% interest

∗ Principal up to 2.5 months payroll, max $10 million

∗ Up to 100% of principal forgiven (if used for payroll)

∗ Banks originate, Fed provides terms financing, Trea-

sury guarantees losses

– Main Street Lending Program (MSLP)

∗ $600 billion or 2.8% of 2019 GDP

∗ Consists of different facilities aimed at medium-size

firms

∗ Banks originate, retain 5-15% share (85-95% guaran-

teed)

∗ LIBOR + 3% interest rate

∗ Loan size tied to firm EBITDA

∗ No principal forgiveness

– Corporate Credit Facilities

∗ $850 billion or 3.9% of 2019 GDP

∗ Consists of different facilities aimed at the largest firms:

PMCCF, SMCCF, and TALF
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∗ Mainly purchases of investment-grade corporate bonds

in primary and secondary markets

∗ Also syndicated loans, CLOs, and other types of ABS

if necessary

∗ Market interest rates

– Elenev, Landvoigt, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2021) analyze

how these facilities have avoided a substantial share of cor-

porate bankruptcies by providing firms with bridge loans,

thereby averting also a financial crisis.

– Cox, Greenwald, Ludvigson (2020) also analyze these fa-

cilities and emphasize they lowered risk aversion.

– Small empirical literature studies (mis)allocation of PPP

loans to firms and program effectiveness.
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